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ABSTRACT
The concepts of split algorithm and composite error generalize the error system structure of a familiar adaptive system
model, and thus enable treatment of more conlplex adaptive
systems which arise in applications. However, in adaptive parameter estimators which possess split algorithms and composite errors, one typically cannot apply stability conditions
formulated for the more standard adaptive systems. Only for
a particular choice of split algorithm, which exactly matches
operators in the algorithm to operators in the composite error, will regressor spectral restrictions and persistent spanning
conditions guarantee local stability of the parameter estimator. In this paper we develop conditions for local stability of
the generalized error systems which require only an approximate agreement between the split algorithm and composite
error operators. These stability conditions rely on system excitation which provides an adequate degree of stabilization of a
nominal error system of the standard form. We relate this degree of stabilization to tolerable differences between the error
system operators.

1. Introduction
A useful description of many parameter estimation systems is given by

Here, xi(k) denotes the ithentry of the system regressor X(k),
d,(k) denotes a recursively updated parameter estimate from
the parameter estimate vector 8(k), and G(k) is a vector of
parameter errors formed by the difference betweenJhe noininal or true parameter values O and the estimates O(k). The
prediction error e(k) in (l.la) is a measurable signal equal to
the filtered inner product of the regressor and parameter error
vectors. The operator H is assumed to be linear and timeinvariant. The adaptive algorithm (1. l b ) describes the evolution of the parameter estimates, with the form of the update
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term given by the product of a small step size p , a filtered regressor entry F [x,(k)] , and the prediction error e(k). Notice
that the same filtering operation F, also assumed to be linear
and time-invariant, appears in the update of each parameter
@i(k).
The paradigm of ( l . l ) , or a variation on its basic structure,
appears in the study of a number of adaptive systems. See, for
example, fundamental adaptive system structures in [I] - [7].
In particular, as a detailed study of (1.1), we note [8], which
also considers filtering the prediction error in the algorithm
( l . l b ) as well as the possibility of time-varying operators.
Nonetheless, situations arise in the field of adaptive systems which (1.1) is inadequate to describe. A particular example is an adaptive filter implemented in a parallel form with n
parallel sections [9],[lo], [Ill. For this form of adaptive filter,
the prediction error appears as the sum of n differently filtered
inner products of regressor and parameter error sub-vectors,
rather than one filtered inner product as in (1.la). Such situations have motivated the development of a more general adaptive systein model which is able to accomodate the description
of these more complicated systems [12].
Consider

as a simplified version of the most general description of the
new error models in [12]. Comparing (1.2) with (1.1), one notes
that the essential difference is that potentially different filtering operations F, and Ha now act on the regressor elements in
(1.2b) and regressor/parameter error products in (1.2a). This
modification allows the model (1.2) to capture the description
of the adaptive filter in 191, for example. We term (1.2) a Split
Algorithm Composite Error, or SPACE, system. The composite error (1.2a) is a composite of differently filtered regressor
and parameter error products, and the split algorithm update
law (1.2b) is split into potentially different algorithm specifications. W&will sometimes refer to the simpler equations (1.1)
as a non-SPACE system.
The simplified SPACE systein (1.2) is a reasonable model
for many of the applications cited in [12]for which (1.1) is inadequate. One may consult [12] and the references therein to see
1 1 ' ~ tcquatlons such as (1.2) i11i.i~in tllobe situatiolls. Desl~it'

the seemingly modest differences between (1.1) and (1.2), conditions which have been successfully used to guarantee "good
behavior" of the estimator (1.1) are insufficient to grant the
same good behavior to (1.2). For our purposes, by good be= 0 of the error system
havior we mean local stability at
describing the evolution of the parameter errors in each equation. Averaging techniques have been successfully applied to
the study of (1.1) in error system form [5], [S], [13], [14], [15].
Essentially, local stability of (1.1) will follow from satisfaction
of two conditions: (1) the regressor X(k) must be persistently
spanning [16], and (2) the operator composition HF-' (assuming F is stably invertible) must be strictly positive real,
or SPR. (HF-I being SPR means R e [ H ~ - ' ( e j ~ ) >
] 0 for
all ?r > w > 0 and HF-' is asymptotically stable.) Furthermore, even if HF-' is not SPR, local stability of (1.1) can
still result if HF-' satisfies a strictly positive real condition
over a subset R of the frequency domain ( i . e . for all w E R,
Re[HF-'(ejW)] > 0). If a persistently spanning regressor has
frequency content confined to R, then local stability of (1.1)
follows.
However, the arguments leading to these results break
down when applied to the stability analysis of (1.2). When
differences exist between the individual compositions H,F;l,
no spectral restrictions will prevent the existence of persistently
spanning regressors for which the error system is locally unstable .1171. The implication of this fact is that for a broad class
of adaptive systems decribed by (1.2), more than just spectral
restrictions and persistently spanning conditions are needed
to guarantee local stability of the error system for (1.2). An
exception is a particularly special case of (1.2), in which the
H i F r 1 operators are all equal (up to a pbsitive scaling factor) [17]. For this case, one may reapply the analysis used for
(1.1). Note that the F, and Hi operators need not be the same
in this special case; only the compositions H~F;' must agree.
For practical applications, the above requirement for operator matching can be a problem. In many situations, the
operators Hi appearing in the prediction error are unknown or
are parametrized by the unknown O (see [12]). Thus, a system
designer will not be able to ensure exact equality of the HiF;'
compositions. One does not expect, however, that small differences in these operators would cause catastrophically poor
behavior. Nor would one postulate the non-existence of regressor sequences for which the SPACE system is (locally) stable,
even when the operator differences are larger. The problem,
then, is to characterize what types of regressor signals yield
locally stable SPACE systems for a given set of operator compositions HiF,-l.
The approach we take to the characterization of SPACE
system local stability considers the role of the operators in
(1.2). We have already noted that equality of the operators
H , F c l in a SPACE system aids the local stability analysis by
permitting the application of techniques used to analyze (1.1).
We demonstrate that "good" excitation can relax this seeming
operators. We
dependence on a match between the H,F;'
make rigorous the following claim: if a regreisor X(k) provides
an adequate degree of stabilization for a nominal non-SPACE
error system, then a SPACE system excited by X(k) would
retain local stability if the operators H i ~ c 1in the SPACE
system are close enough to the operator HF-' of the nominal
error system. We provide bounds on the differences between
the frequency responses of the SPACE system operators Hi
and a nominal operator HF-' for local stability of (1.2), given
a degree of local stability of (1.1) with the nominal HF-' .

Although these bounds are conservative, they give rigor to the
in
notion that small differences between the operators H,F;'
(1.2) will not grossly inhibit local stability.
We organize the paper as follows. Section 2 collects previous results for both SPACE and non-SPACE system stability
analysis using averaging theory. In Section 3 we establish a
connection between the degree of stabilization of a nominal error system and bounds on SPACE system operator differences,
for establishing local error system stability of a SPACE system. Our approach uses a spectral analysis, which facilitates
the expression of the relationship between the level of nominal
error system stability and allowed differences between the frequency responses of the H;F,-' operators. Finally, to conclude,
we discuss future directions for this SPACE system theory in
Section 4.
2.

Averaging Analysis of the Error Systems
Write the non-SPACE system of (1.1) in error system form

as

.

Fcl

Here, F and H denote scalar, linear, time-invariant operators. The approximation in (2.1) arises from viewing each Bi
as roughly constant (from a small step size p) with regard to
the operator H . See [8] or [14] for an explicit description of
this approximation.
The corresponding error system form for the SPACE system of (1.2) is

(2.2)
The approximation in (2.2) is similar to that of (2.1). Notice
that the essential difference between (2.1) and (2.2) is that each
operator (F and H ) in the diagonal operator matrices of (2.1)
is the same, while in (2.2) these operators (now F, and H i )
differ.
We focus on the linear homogeneous approximations (2.1)
and (2.2), which take the form

By applying well-known averaging theory to the stability analysis of (2.3), we can determine conditions for exponential
asymptotic stability (or instability) of the homogeneous aplxoximations (2.1) and (2.2). Such stability (instability) then
implies local stability (instability) of the true error system
equations for (2.1) and (2.2) [S], [14]. Though in this way we
achieve only a local analysis, a good parameter estimator needs
to bellave well in this region, so that this analysis describes a
! r ultlainrntal colnponcnt of the error system 1,ehavior.

In this paper we consider only the case of periodic excitation. Let be the average of R(k) in (2.3). Then we have the
following.
Lemma 2.1 [13],[14]:
3p* > 0 such that (2.3) is exponentially stable for all
p E (O,p*) if and only if

holds for all w E R. (If (2.9) holds for R = [0,2a), then M
SPR [18].)

ib

VVV
Definition 2.3 - Spectral Restriction:
En is the set of periodic regressors X(k) such that each
component of X(k) is a finite sum of sinusoids with frequencies
lying in R.

vvv

Furthermore, if
mjn R~{&(x))

< 0,

(2.5)

then 3p* > 0 such that for all p E (O,p*), (2.3) is unstable.

vvv
To apply Lemma 2.1 to the error systems of (2.1) and (2.2),
we express in a particular form the matrices corresponding to
R in (2.3). From (2.1) we have

From [17] we have the following results for non-SPACE
systems.
Lemma 2.2 [17]:
Let fl be any open set in ( - ~ , r ) . Then &[x] satisfies
(2.4) for all X E En n EpS if and only if M is SPR on 0.

vvv

Connecting Lemma 2.2 with the averaging analysis of
equation (2.3) yields
T h e o r e m 2.1 [17]:
Let R be any open set in (-n,a). If M is SPR on f2,
then for all X E En n EPS,
such that Vp 'Cc (0, p*) system
(2.1) is locally stable about O = 0. Furthermore, if M(ejwo)
MH(eJUo)< 0 for some wo E R, 3X E EQ nEPs for which 3p'
such that Vp E (O,p*), (2.1) is locally unstable about 6 = 0.

+*

where yi(k) = F[s,(k)], Y(k) = [yl(k)...y,(k)]T, and M =
HF-I . We assume that F is stably invertible (note that F is an
operator chosen by the user of the adaptive system). Similarly,
from (2.2) we have

+

vvv

We have quoted [17] for these results, but similar statements
may be found in [14].
Theorem 2.1 shows the use of PS and SPR conditions in
establishing local stability of (2.1) for an entire class of regressors. With RM = { w : M(eJw) M ' ( ~ J ~ )> 0), where
M = HF-', (2.1) is locally stable for all X E En, n EPS.
However, X E En, n EPS is not necessary for local stability.
For instance, having the power in X lie predominantly in R M
is sufficient to assure local stability. In &[XI, the average
of R(k) from (2.6), the LLpositive
contribution" at frequencies
in flM then outweighs the "negative contribution" at other
frequencies, so that (2.4) is satisfied and the error system is
locally stable. This effect is an interpretation of the average
SPR condition of [19].
For the SPACE system (2.2), additional "matching conditions" must be satisfied by the MI operators appearing in
(2.7). We have the following SPACE system results, analogous
to Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.1 for non-SPACE systems. We
now focus on XM[X], the average of R(k) from (2.7).
Lemma 2.3 [17]:
Suppose there do not exist nonzero real numbers ti)^'^
such that a1MI = . . . = a n M n . Then given any open 52 C
(-a, T), 3X E
fl E p s such that (2.5) holds for X = &[XI.

+

where now yi(k) = F, [z;(k)] ,Mi = H~F;', and M is a matrix
operator equal to diag(Ml,. . . ,M,). (Also, each Fi is assumed
to be stably invertible.)
Denote the time average of R(k) in (2.6) by fiM[X], and
denote the time average of R(k) in (2.7) by
[XI. By applying Lemma 2.1 with X equal to these matrices, we can establish
local stability or instability for the non-SPACE error system
(2.1) or for the SPACE error system (2.2). Note that there is
an implicit assumption that the regressor X(k) does not deend on the parameter estimates and thus the parameter errors
9(k). If such were the case, linearization of the error system
equation at 8 = 0 would be in order for this local stability
analysis (see, for example, comments in [13]).
Before we proceed with a presentation of the relevant stability results, we establish some terminology.
Deflnition 2.1 - Persistently Spanning (PS) [16]:
The set of persistently spanning regressors is

zM

EPS = ( ~ ( k :)

3N,a,@> 0 such that Vko

vvv
Deflnition 2.2 - Strictly Positive Real (SPR) on R:
A scalar, linear, time-invariant operator M is strictly p o ~ itive real on R if and only if M is asymptotically stable and

vvv

Lemma 2.3 leads to an instability result, since (2.5) is the
condition which makes (2.3) unstable. Through an appeal to
Lemma 2.1, we may then establish the following result for the
SPACE error system (2.2).
T h e o r e m 2.2 [17]:
If for some a, j pair M, # aMJ V a E R, a # 0, then for
every open set R c (-T,T), there exists X E En n E p s and
3p* > 0 such that Vp E (O,pl), (2.2) is locally unstable at the
origin.

VVV
The rather negative result of Theorem 2.2 tells us that we
do not have a stability result for a broad class of SPACE systems (I. e. those for which MI # M I ) similar to Theorem 2.1 for
noli-SPACE systems. With even slight differences between tliv

csrl.orsystem operators Mi,
one can find a regressor in En, fol
any R, which locally destabilizes the error system. Nonetheless,
one would expect that for "good" excitation, small differences
between each Mi appearing in (2.7) would not have a devastating effect on the SPACE system stability. This idea motivates
the content of Section 3.
Before proceeding, we note that if Ml = ... = Mn, we
return to the non-SPACE case.
Theorem 2.3 [17]:
If Mi = M for all i, and M is SPR on Q, then for all
X E En n E p S , 3p* such that y p E (O,p*), system (2.2) is
locally stable at the origin. If M(eJwo)+MH(eJW0)
< Ofor some
wo E R ( M is not SPR on R), then there exists X E En n EpS
for which 3p* such that Vp E (O,p*), system (2.2) is locally
unstable at the origin.

non
SPACE Stability via Degree of Nominal nonSPACE Stabilization

3.

We now formulate conditions for SPACE system local stability when the operators M, from (2.7) are only approximately,
and not exactly, equal. The central idea is the interplay between the degree of stabilization of a nominal non-SPACE system and the closeness of the operators {Mi} in securing a positivity property for the average of R(k). Recall that in Theorem 2.2 from Section 2, we noted that having Mi = a M j fail
for some i, j pair leads to the existence of PS excitation for
which the SPACE system (2.2) is (locally) unstable. Here, we
develop somewhat different conditions for SPACE system stability that, in contrast to Theorem 2.3, do not rely on exact
equality of Mi and Mj. We show that if X strongly stabilizes the non-SPACE system (2.1) with HF-' = M , then the
SPACE system (2.2) will be locally stable when each H,F;'
differs only slightly from M . Having X strongly stabilize (2.1)
implies mini Re{X, p M [ X ] ) ) 2 -y > 0, with &[XI defined as
the time average of (2.6). As y becomes larger, the ability of
the SPACE system to tolerate some difference between M, and
M j while maintaining local stability is greater.
We find that a spectral analysis facilitates the development of these results. In the following we develop results for
the case of periodic excitation by using the Discrete Fourier
Transform. For more general excitation, one may apply a similar analysis using discrete-time fourier transforms, when the
relevent quantities exist [20].
For N-periodic regressor X(k), we have a fourier series
expansion
N-1

For two N-periodic signals X and Y with fourier coefficients
{Cx(n)) and {Cy(n)), the (discrete) cross-power density is

One may show (see, e.g., [21]) that
N-I

k=O

x

N-1

x(k)yT(k) =

@xY(~).

(3.3)

n=O

Given (3.3) with X = Y, the PS condition of (2.8) becomes

For the averaging analysis approach
bility, we are concerned with positivity
the average of R(k) in (2.7). If the
Y(k) in (2.7) are {Cy(n)), then the
Z(k) = M [Y(k)] (in steady state) are

to SPACE system staproperties of XM[X],
fourier coefficients of
fourier coefficients of

Cz(n) = ~ ( e j ' ~ ICY
" / ~
(n).
(3.5)
(Recall the definition of M = diag(Ml, . . . , Mn) from below
(2.7).) From (2.7), (3.3), (3.2), and (3.5), we then have

x
x

N-1

~ M [ X=]

@YZ(~)

n=O
N-1

=

@ y u ( n ) ~ H ( e j 2 x 1.n ~ N

(3.6)

n=O
From the stability results in Section 2, we know that if M(eiw)
and a y Y ( n ) interact in such a way such that the sum in (3.6)
has eigenvalues with positive real parts, then we achieve local
stability for the SPACE system. In the case where all the
Mi(eiw)are equal and the case when each Mi(eiw)is a constant
independent of w , the interaction leading to stability may be
simply defined. We describe these situations below.
Case 1: MI = , , - = Mn = M.
This is precisely the case when R(k) for the SPACE system
(see (2.7)) simplifies back to the non-SPACE format of (2.6).
In this case, (3.6) may be written as
N-1

x M [ x ]=

MH(ej2""lN)@yy(n).
(3.7)
n=O
(Note that M in (3.7) is a scalar operator.) A sufficient condition which guarantees that the real parts of the eigenvalues of
RM [XI are positive is that

(3.8)
i. e. ZM[x]+
[ x ]is ~positive definite. Expression (3.8)
is just
frequency domain restatement of the average SPR
condition (191.
The interpretation one gives to this condi. .
tion is that the excitation's power at frequencies for which
Re[M(ejW)]> 0 must outweigh the power at frequencies for
which Re[M(eJw)] < 0. In other words, the spectral content of
the excitation must predominantly lie in a range where M(ejw)
satisfies an SPR condition.
Also compare (3.8) with Theorem 2.3. There, X E En
implies R e [ ~ ( e J ~ " " l >
~ )0] for all n such that OyY(n) # 0.
Since @Yy(n) > 0, this fact, together with the fact that
X E E p s implies (3.4), yields satisfaction of (3.8). Thus, (3.8)
enables the restatement of Theorem 2.3 in terms of power spectra.

a

xM

VVV
Case 2: Mi(eJW)e m; for each i.
Here since M is constant, it may be pulled outside the
sum in (3.6):

-

R M i X ] is then the product of two symmetric matrices, the
first of which is positive definite given satisfaction of the PS
condition (3.4). M will be positive definite if and only if mi > 0
for each i. In this particularly simple case, one only needs
the constant gains to be positive for stability. Canceling the
dynamics of Hi by F;' with any positive leftover scale factor
is suffcient for stability.

where
d = max
a,'

I

Letting

vvv

Nonetheless, one may expect that in practical situations,
one will not attain either of the preceding cases. As we noted
in Section 2, the operators Hi may be unknown to the designer
who must specify each F,. Thus, having H i F c l = M for all
i, or having H~F;' be constant, may be unrealistic. What
we show in the following, however, is that given an adequate
degree of satisfaction of a PS condition (as in Case 1) for a
nominal operator M ( e J w ) then
,
positivity of x M [ X ]will occur
if each M,(ejw) differs only slightly from the nominal M ( e j w ) .
Then all the algorithm designer need do is establish approzimate equality between the M,(ejw) operators.
Theorem 3.1:
Let X M [ X ] be the average of R(k)in (2.7) arising from
an N-periodic regressor X, and let @ y Y ( n )be the power spectrum of the filtered regressor Y. Given a nominal operator M
satisfying

the eigenvalues of the second term in (3.14) are then bounded
in magnitude by dC. Given (3.10), (3.14) is then guaranteed
to be positive definite if dC < 7. Therefore, for 6 = y/C,
satisfaction of (3.11) implies (3.12).

VVV

Theorem 3.1 describes a kind of "stability margin" provided by the nominal degree of stabilization 7 in (3.10). With
7 set to the maximum value for which (3.10) is satisfied, we
have a bound on the term involving A which, if met, will yield
the desired positivity of &[XI. Therefore, a certain degree
of tolerance to variations in A ( e J w )is provided by the level of
.
excitation given by @ y u , weighted by R e [ M ( e J W ) ]Smallness
of the A , ( e J w )transfer functions implies that all the M,(eJw)
are a close match to the nominal M ( e J w ) .
We may interpret Theorem 3.1 as follows. For a nonSPACE system, satisfaction of (3.10) for some 7 > 0 will yield
local stability for the parameter estimation system. In the
SPACE case, if we can LLmatWall the operator compositions
then there exists 6 depending on O Y y such that if
Mi = HiF,rl through appropriate choice of each F;,then we retain the sa&e condition for parameter estimator stability (as in
Theorem 2.3). Since such an exact match is a practical impossibility, the stability requirement becomes altered slightly. Now
for all i, n , then
we have an excitation condition (3.10) for a nominal transfer
function M , to which we attempt to match the compositions
H~F,:'. The degree of satisfaction of (3.10) then provides a
Proof:
margin for the errors A , ( e j w ) = M i ( e j w )- M ( e j w ) which pre~ ) to serves stability, given by 6 in Theorem 3.1.
Showing that ( 1 / 2 ) ( f i M[ x ] + ~ ~ >[ Oxis ]sufficient
establish (3.12). With A ( e j w ) = diag[Al ( e J w ).,. . , A n ( e j w ) ],
Though there are practical difficulties in estimating 6
where A i = Mi - M ,
given M and some knowledge of the regressor X, this analN-1
ysis makes rigorous the claim that closeness of the operators
=
~ ~ ( e J ~ " " (ln~) ) @ y ~
{ M , ( ejw ) ) enables local stability of the corresponding SPACE
n=O
system via a sufficient degree of stabilization via the average
(3.13)
N-1
SPR condition.
We can see that, from a frequency domain point of view,
n=O
one would like the spectral content of the regressor to lie in
and thus
the range of w where the nominal operator M ( e j w ) satisfies
the SPR condition. However, one must also minimize the dif~ the
) actual operators Mi(ejw) over
ference between ~ ( e jand
that range. This approach agrees with basic engineering intuition dictating that one should limit the signals' bandwidths
to ranges where the system response is reasonably well known.
N-1
For SPACE systems, suppose one has a good idea of the rek y y ( n ) ~ H ( e j 2 " n / N~) ( e j ~ " " ~ ~ ) @ y. y ( n ) ]
~ ) some
sponse of the composite error operators ~ , ( e j over
n=O
range of frequencies. Then, with an appropriate choice of the
(3.14)
algorithm operators F i ( e j w ) ,one can assure closeness of the
Note that, for an arbitrary vector r ,
operators Mi = H,F;' over that frequency range. Restricting
the regressor's spectral content to this range of frequencies will
then likely yield satisfaction of the stability conditions.
We also note that the style of the results presented in this
results" for
section is similar to the style of certain LLrobustness
adaptive systems, typified by adaptive system stability formulations in [14]. The common theme is that a degree of stabilization, or degree of persistent excitation, provides robustness to
l~ncertaintiesin the adaptive syst,em. In [14],the origin of thews

xM[x] C

+

+

C

+

uncertainties is typically mismodelling and noise. Here, however, we have developed "robustness results" for uncertainties
in the SPACE system operators {Mi).
4.

Conclusions
We have noted in this paper that local stability properties
of SPACE adaptive systems are different from the local stability properties of their simpler non-SPACE counterparts. When
using averaging techniques to analyze SPACE system local stability, one finds necessary an extension of the typical conditions
used to establish adaptive system stability. Unlike in the nonSPACE system case, persistent spanning of a regressor whose
frequency content is appropriately restricted is not suffcient
to establish local stability of the general SPACE system. Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 indicate that this type of condition may
grant such stability only with a very particular choice of split
algorithm operators. This choice basically requires matching
the algorithm operators to the operators in the composite error. Usually, achievement of this algorithm operator selection
is unlikely in practical situations.
However, we prove that one may relax these operator
matching conditions through appropriate excitation of the
adaptive system. If a regressor achieves a strong degree of
stabilization for a particular nominal error system with a nonSPACE structure, then stability follows for a class of SPACE
systems excited by the same regressor. This class simply contains those SPACE systems whose error system operators are
close to the nominal operator characterizing the nominal (and
stable) non-SPACE system. We have provided some quantitative bounds on operator differences whose satisfaction will
result in SPACE system stability given a adequate degree of
stabilization of the nominal (non-SPACE) error system.
Nonetheless, these bounds are overly restrictive. For instance, in the parallel-form adaptive filter of [9], one finds that
a much broader range of algorithm operator choices leads to
locally stable behavior for a given system excitation. Future
work should concentrate on better illuminating the relationships between regressor structure, operator specification, and
the conditions for local stability of the error system. With
an improved understanding of these relationships, one should
be further able to avoid a reliance on precise equality of the
HiF;' compositions in establishing local stability of (2.2).
One additional topic which concerns the results presented
in this paper is the translation of persistent spanning conditions on the filtered regressor to conditions on external signals.
Work in [22] addresses this problem for non-SPACE systems.
However, for the SPACE system case, the difference in the operators filtering the regressor elements will affect how external
signal richness influences persistent spanning of the filtered regressor. Knowing the effect of external signals on the spanning
properties of the regressor is significant for establishing satisfaction of our stability conditions in a SPACE system.
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